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TRIO and TIM TRIO Similarities

The table control icons on the TIM TRIO are 
exactly the same as the table control ions on 
the TRIO system. The TIM TRIO does not use 
a joystick to move the table up/down and 
in/out. You will use buttons instead to move 
the table up/down and in/out , which is very 
simple. With the TIM TRIO, always register 
your subject first before positioning and 
landmarking your subject. If you position and 
landmark first and then register, the table 
location will change without notice.
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Table Control on Trio

1. Future Use

2. Start / Stop Scan (not used)

3. Volume for external speaker

4. Bore fan

5. Bore light

6. Joy stick – table up/down & in/out

7. Emergency table brake release

8. Table home

9. Volume for head phones

10. Table to center scan position 

11. Landmark laser light localizer
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Table controls on TIM Trio

1. Emergency table brake release

2. Table speed control

3. Table home

4. Table out & down

5. Bore light

6. Bore fan

7. Volume headphones

8. Volume speaker

9. Start / Stop Scan (not used)

10. Future use

11. Table to center scan position

12. Table up & in

13. Landmark laser light localizer



Procedure for table landmarking
1. Always register your subject first 

before landmarking. If you 
landmark and then register the 
scan location will move from 
isocenter without notice.

2. Press button #12 to raise table to 
upper most position

3. Press button #12 to move anatomy 
under laser light. Note: Pressing 
button #2 with button #12 increases 
table travel speed.

4. Press button #13 to activate laser 
light. Center to anatomy. Press 
button # 13 to deactivate laser light.

5. Press either button #11 to move to 
isocenter or buttons #12 & #2 until 
table location = 0 on LCD screen.

6. You are now ready to scan.
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Procedure for returning table to 
Home position

1. Press either button #3 to move 
table to Home position or buttons 
#4 & #2 until table is all the way out.

2. Press button #4 to move the table 
down to a level where your subject 
can comfortably get down off the 
table.
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